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  feAtuRe ARtICLe 
CLoSe, But No CIgAR: the RIghtS of 
the SeCoND hAND SmokeR- pARt II 
halachic perspectives on second-hand smoke
By: rav Yosef Greenwald

INtRoDuCtIoN 
In part 1 of this series, we noted that although in the past the halachic status of smoking was subject to some dispute, today it 
seems clear that it should be prohibited due to the current medical knowledge of the extent and severity of the danger inherent 
therein. furthermore, we noted that although at one time it was disputed whether smoking is prohibited on Yom tov, today it 
also seems clear that this should constitute an issur deoraisa, a biblical prohibition. 

We then discussed the ruling of rav moshe feinstein (Igros Moshe c.m. 2:18) that a smoker may not smoke in a public place 
if others object to it due to the harmful effects of second-hand smoke. We explained that this case is equivalent to that of 
shutafin, joint property owners, where the rule is that any activity that takes away the rights or ability of either to use the space 
would be considered in the category of “gira dideh,”  which the Gemara says is grounds to compel the one performing the act 
to stop. therefore, the smokers may be forced to smoke outside. 

In this article, we will discuss an additional halachic dimension of second-hand smoke: can one who is harmed by second hand 
smoke claim damages from the smoker who smoked in close proximity to him?  

RAV moShe’S RuLINg oN DAmAgeS CAuSeD By the Smoke
rav moshe in the same responsum cited above, which was written in 1981, clearly accepts that smoking is harmful. moreover, 
he is quite adamant that if batei din today were capable of issuing rulings about issues of chavalos, injuries, which include 
paying for doctor bills and for the pain caused, they would rule that he must do so here. rav moshe then goes a step further 
that this factor is still relevant even today. the reason for this, he claims, is that an individual still has a personal obligation of 
latzeis yedei shamayim, to fulfill their heavenly responsibility, which is that this compensation must be given (even if he cannot 
be forced to do so by a beis din). he bases this on the Ketzos HaChoshen (c.m. 1:7) who holds that such obligations of latzeis 
yedei shamayim are actually considered real obligations upon the guilty party to do so. 

an additional practical application of this ruling of rav moshe would be that if the one who inhaled the smoke already owed 
money to the smoker, then if it is very clear that he was damaged by the smoke of the smoker, and the amount of damages is 
equivalent to the amount owed to the smoker, the non-smoker would be permitted to hold onto the money and not pay it back, 
in compensation for his damage (see Shulchan Aruch c.m. 1:5). 

rav moshe’s claim here that harming someone through second-hand smoke has the status of actual damage for which one 
would be liable, a maaseh mazik, is a tremendous chiddush. In order to further analyze this claim, let’s revisit the topic of nizkei 
shechenim, neighborly relations, that we discussed in part 1. 

IS CAuSINg SeCoND-hAND Smoke CoNSIDeReD A Maaseh Mazik?  
We distinguished between standard cases of maaseh mazik, such as those discussed in Bava Kamma, and nizkei shechenim, 
which are generally addressed in Bava Basra. the former is generally defined as a case of violating the airspace of another, 
either oneself, or allowing one’s property (e.g., an animal, or a ball) to damage there. In contrast, the latter is defined as causing 
damage to one’s neighbor while remaining within one’s own property. 

although this distinction appears to be quite logical, the truth is that even within these general categories, there may be multiple 
levels with varying degrees of obligations and liability. the Nesivos HaMishpat (c.m. 155:18) discusses the halacha in cases 
where one damaged a neighbor’s property due to one’s own action. the Nesivos rules that such a person would not be liable.  
his reason is that a regular mazik, one who damages, has the ability to watch himself or his property, such as his animal, or 
a fire, and ensure that the property of the neighbor is not infiltrated and no damage is caused. In addition, the one damaged 
cannot prevent the damage by leaving, as one never knows when and how he might be damaged. however, if this means that 
the person cannot use his property at all to cook, to plant trees, or to use for business, then this would mean a person is not 
using his property at all, which one is not required to do. If so, then one would not be liable as a mazik for damage caused in the 
process of these activities.

Does the same rule apply in the cases where chazal specifically imposed an obligation to distance onself? for example, in the 
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case discussed of the ravens (Bava Basra 22b), the owners were required to bloodlet in a location not near rav Yosef’s trees. 
In these cases, there is a direct correlation between what one does and the result, and smoking may be in this category as well. 
at first glance, we might say that one is liable for damage here, as if chazal imposed a requirement to be careful about such 
activities and where they are done, then it is logical that if one does not heed the rules, he should be responsible for damage 
caused. however, it is actually a machlokes Rishonim with three different approaches, which is discussed by the ramban 
(Kuntres Dina D’garmi, towards the end):

a. perhaps any cases of damage within the category of nizkei shechenim will cause liability, if they cause real damage.
B. In cases where chazal allowed using the property as a normal usage, it is not a maaseh mazik at all. however, in 

cases where they say he can’t do so, then if he did anyway, he would be chayav.  
c. any case where there is damage still does not create a maaseh mazik, and one would not be responsible for 

compensation, unlike the cases in Bava kamma of standard damages. 
although this issue is complex, rav Baruch Ber leibowitz (Birkas Shmuel on BB ch.2), citing rav chaim soloveitchik (his 
rebbe), offers the following umbrella definition of all the cases: there is no maaseh mazik for a case where one is operating 
within his own property, osek b’toch shelo. the Nesivos though seemed to be using a slightly different model, as he said that 
liability depends on whether the one who was harmed could have moved away or whether the one responsible can prevent 
himself or his property from damaging. according to the Nesivos then, perhaps in the case of the smoker, the smoker would be 
chayav, since the one harmed cannot move away without being unable to use the public area normally. alternatively, perhaps 
even the Nesivos would not render him liable, as smoking may not be a direct act of damage. rather, it is a way of using 
property that inconveniences others, and no liability of a maaseh mazik would exist. 

In contrast to these approaches, rav moshe is suggesting that we look at the smoke released by the smoker as poisonous air 
being blown into the nose of the other person, and he is consequently liable on some level, even if we can’t claim it in court. It 
seems based on our analysis that rav moshe’s conclusion that smoking is treated as a standard maaseh mazik is certainly not 
clear-cut, and other acharonim might disagree. 

DAmAge CAuSeD oVeR tIme VS. ImmeDIAte DAmAge
In addition to the above considerations, there is another reason why smoking would not be considered a direct maaseh mazik. 
the ramban (in his Kuntres Dina D’Garmi) says that if someone planted a tree, which later sprouts roots into the property of 
the neighbor, it cannot be classified as a true maaaseh mazik (based on the mishna, Bava Basra 25b). he explains that a maaseh 
mazik takes place immediately and as a direct result of the action. consequently, one who throws a ball and breaks a window 
is considered a maaseh mazik, as the result is almost immediate, and it clearly is directly based on what occurred right before. 
however, a tree growing roots is a much longer process that takes place by itself, and is not caused by the action of planting the 
tree in a direct or immediate manner. therefore, in that case, the ramban says it is certainly not considered a maaseh mazik. 

If so, then for this reason as well, rav moshe’s claim that the damage caused by smoking is standard damage that he deserves 
to receive compensation for is quite a novelty. even claiming that smoking is considered gerama, indirect damage, is also not 
compelling. rather, it seems more comparable to the case of the ramban, of a situation that develops over time. If so, then 
perhaps it is not even classified as a gerama, and one would not be liable in any form. 

SmokINg AS MaMMon HaMazik
another possibility of how to classify damage caused by smoking may be not as adam hamazik, damage caused by a person, 
but rather as mammon hamazik, damage caused by one’s property. this category includes cases such as lighting a fire (aish), or 
digging a pit (bor), both of which cause liability for damages. If so, then it would have to be determined whether cases of garmi 
or gerama, indirect forms of damages, caused by either bor or aish are liable or not. this issue is actually subject to a machlokes 
between the ra’ah and the ramban (cited in the Shach, c.m. 388) about the status of garmi damages caused by one’s property 
(mammon hamazik). 

even if it is accepted that smoking is considered indirect mammon hamazik, though, one could still distinguish in the following 
manner: With regard to cases of bor or aish, one is liable because the one who was harmed would not have known how to avoid 
the pit or the fire, as they could appear anywhere in one’s path. In contrast, in the case of smoking, the non-smoker can avoid 
the smoke simply not entering the room, just that doing so essentially impedes his ability to use the property normally. If so, the 
question becomes whether damage caused where the non-smoker still chooses to use the room is classified as a maaseh mazik 
byadayim, one who damages directly, which is questionable.  

SummARy of the pRImARy AppRoACheS to CLASSIfyINg SeCoND-hAND Smoke

let’s summarize our discussion up to this point: 

1. Smoking in a public Area:  It is clearly forbidden for a smoker to smoke in a public area if others are bothered by it. this 
is because both have the legal and halachic right to make use of that space, similar to shutafin, joint partners, as well as 
residents of a town, who also have this status (as evident from the mishna and Gemara, Bava Basra 7b). even if this means 
that the smoker would be forced to go outside to smoke on a cold, wintry day, he must indeed do so. 

2. Compensation for Damages: With regard to claiming compensation for damages, the story is less clear-cut:  

a. Rav moshe claims that damage caused by smoke inhalation is considered to be a maaseh mazik on the part of 
the smoker. 

b. however, this is a bit of a chiddush, and there may be room to disagree for the following reasons: 
i. It is unclear whether an improper usage of joint property in this way is considered direct damage 
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ii. the nonsmoker could have avoided it by not entering (as opposed to other damage to one’s property)

iii. the damage caused by smoke develops over time. 

IS A SmokeR CoNSIDeReD A Rodef? 
there is also an additional factor to consider that could exempt one from being liable to damages in this case. If it is clear that inhaling smoke is harmful, and that it could potentially 
cause a loss of life, perhaps the smoker should have the status of a rodef, one who is pursuing another and poses a threat to the other’s life. In this case, the halacha is that one must 
defend the nirdaf, the one being pursued, even if it means killing the rodef.

one who is engaged in an act of pursuing and causes monetary damage in the process is actually exempt from the compensation payment. the reason for this is that if one is liable 
for two punishments for one act, one generally only receives the more severe one, kam leh b’drabbah mineh. In this case, says the Gemara (Sanhedrin 72a), since a rodef may 
be killed by others, as he has a shem rotzeach, the status of an actual murderer, this is equivalent to a punishment (even if he is not actually killed), and he would be exempt from 
monetary damages caused at the same time. If so, perhaps the same should apply to a smoker whose smoke clearly harmed another, and he should be exempt from paying damages 
on any level.

perhaps the response to this suggestion is that the exemption of kam leh to paying for damage does not apply to damage classified as gerama, which is only liable bidei shamayim, 
as mentioned above, but rather only to direct damage. If so, then if one classifies smoke inhalation as caused by gerama (not in accordance with rav moshe), the responsibility to 
compensate the damage would still apply.  

however, the rashba (Bava Kamma 23) appears to contradict this, as he says clearly about the case of lighting a fire that endangers others that even a loss of life caused by a gerama 
would still give the perpetrator, in this case, the one lighting the fire, a status of rodef, and still cause the rule of kam leh to take effect. If so, then a smoker should still have the status 
of rodef, and be exempt from damages. 

a possible indication that this type of rodef is still subject to the rules of kam leh can be seen from the Pnei Yeshoshua (Bava kamma 117a). the Gemara there indicates that a moser, one 
who hands over a jew to the authorities in the case of tax evasion can be killed, and the Gemara there also says a moser is obligated to pay for damages. the Pnei Yehoshua asks why that 
would be, as he has the status of a rodef (which is why he deserves to be killed, as handing over a jew to the authorities in those times would often place the jew’s life in danger).  

the maharam shick answers that a moser does not have the status of a true rodef, and the reason he is killed is only because it is necessary to prevent such terrible crimes. however, 
the formulations of the rishonim to that sugya seem to indicate that a moser is considered an actual rodef, and is still chayav for damages. If so, then apparently the rule of kam leh 
does not apply to this type of case. perhaps the reason for this is that a rodef b’grama, one who pursues another indirectly(such as a rodef, who does not kill the one he is informing 
on himself), is not subject to the rule of kam leh. If so, this would explain why a smoker could still theoretically be chayav for damages caused by the inhalation of smoke, as rav 
moshe suggested.

Despite the ambiguity of this issue, it is clear though that smoking can endanger the health of others, and if someone is smoking in a non-smoking public area, it is certainly 
permitted to inform the authorities. this would not be a violation of the prohibition of mesira, as it does not include informing on someone who endangers the public.

the ReSpoNSIBILIty of the toBACCo CompANIeS
although the question of suing a smoker for damage is an important one to discuss, it is often not a practical one for a variety of reasons. a more practical question might be whether 
one can and should sue the tobacco companies that manufacture cigarettes, since for many years they have facilitated smoking, and have thereby caused many people to damage their 
health. Would they be held responsible according to halacha for the damage that has been caused?  

on one hand, the tobacco companies have certainly not committed a direct maaseh mazik by selling it, as the damage only comes later when the cigarette is actually smoked, and 
afterward. their culpability here is primarily for misrepresenting what is in the package, and how dangerous and toxic it can be. perhaps this can be compared to the case of Bor 
HaMisgalgel (literally a pit that is rolled), an object that is placed in the reshus harabim, public domain. If it then rolls somewhere else, due to people or animals that walk by it and 
move it, then the Gemara (Bava Kamma 6a) says the one who placed it there is chayav, at least when moved by animals.

can Bor HaMisgalgel be applied in a broader sense than that which it is used in the Gemara? might other cases be included within the principle that are not exactly parallel? rav 
shlomo Zalman auerbach once applied this principle in a case of a woman in his neighborhood (Sha’arei Chessed in Yerushalayim) who sold baking supplies. she once filled up a 
container marked as sugar with salt by accident. she then sold it to another woman who often baked cakes for others in the community, who then in fact baked many cakes with the 
“sugar.” rav shlomo Zalman required the woman who sold the salt as sugar to pay for all the chocolate, eggs, other ingredients used in the cakes that were now unusable, based on 
this principle of Bor Hamisgalgel: anytime one sets up a situation where someone else “trips,” even in the nonphysical sense, would be included. even if the person saw the item, 
but didn’t know what was inside, due to misrepresentation or mislabeling, the seller would still be chayav. 

If we accept this premise of rav shlomo Zalman, perhaps the same may apply here: once the cigarettes are placed in the store, a teenager or other individual who was not familiar 
with the medical literature and associated dangers, or even the extent of the danger may buy it and begin to smoke regularly, thereby harming himself. although today the dangers 
are known, for many years, this was not the case, and even those who were aware of the potential danger, may not have realized the extent or likelihood of it becoming a reality. 
If so, perhaps the companies would be responsible for placing a “Bor HaMisgalgel” in the public sphere that will later cause harm to others. however, simply selling a dangerous 
product in public stores is not necessarily equivalent to a case of a Bor HaMisgalgel harming the person, as here the person used the cigarette and ingested the smoke of their own 
free well. 

a similar question could be raised regarding pharmaceutical companies putting out new drugs or medicines that could have harmful effects on unborn fetuses. this probably cannot 
be considered a direct maaseh mazik on the part of the company, like the case of the cigarette companies. however, perhaps they could be responsible for harmful effects due to the 
principle of Bor HaMisgalgel. they also could possibly be given the status of rodef , as discussed above.  

If the conclusion would be that halacha would not classify these companies as liable for damage, would one not be allowed to sue them if the local legal standard would permit doing 
so? this issue would depend on the question of the parameters of dina demalchusa, the rule that secular law is generally recognized by halacha as well. as discussed in a previous 
article, there is a machlokes between the shach and the rema about whether a secular law that is in conflict with the halacha about civil laws would override the halacha or not. 
many poskim accept the opinion of the Shach that dina demalchusa cannot override the halacha. If so, then if it is concluded that the rules of Choshen Mishpat do not classify the act 
of smoking as a maaseh mazik, one may not claim damages even if the local standard of suing would allow it.

though it is not entirely certain that halacha would allow suing these companies for damage caused, they may still have the status of rodef due to the danger caused to millions of 
people. although one could argue that the smoker himself causes the problem, as he is usually aware of the dangers involved (at least nowadays), he still may not know the extent 
of the danger, and at least on a moral level, the cigarette companies should bear some responsibility. therefore, one may do whatever is needed to help stop their operations, such as 
financial pressure to force them to stop selling harmful products (in the form of imposing additional taxes on them). 
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